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From Page to Technology's Vin:ual Stage
little more than 20 years ago, lawyers
began to incorporate computerassisted research into their "traditional" research strategies. Today, few projects can be completed withput effective
integration of paper and computer based
sources. Many significant changes in electronic research iools have occurred in the
last few years. Several mergers and acquisitions have presented a major realignment
of legal publishers and information
providers. Research now requires kn-owledge not only of using a particular system,
but also of the information sources within
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each of the major systems.
The Internet has taken its place alongside Westlaw and Lexis in the law office.
The ability to negotiate the World Wide Web
must now be added to the practitioner's
skill set. Lexis and Westlaw remain available through proprietary software, but their
web presence is becoming the dominant
one for both companies. They designed
many recent enhancements to the databases for the web versions orily. The future
ofWestlaw and Lexis will most assuredly be
Internet based.
One of the biggest changes in the
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research world is that Lexis now owns
Shepard's and the service is no longer available on Westlaw. In response, Westlaw introduced KeyCite. Lexis has integrated the new
Shepard's service throughout the Le'.,(is database, and West has integrated KeyCite into
the Westlaw system. The use of a citation
service is no longer "just" about updating
the procedural status of one's case. In fact,
when viewing a case online, you are automatically alerted to the existence of both
direct and indirect history. If a point in your
case has been overruled or reversed,
Westlaw uses a red flag and Lexis a stop sign
to warn the viewer.
More important, they have
increased the options for evaluating the treatment of issues by
subsequent court rulings exponentially. The researcher can
review and group citing cases by _
various attributes including
depth ofcitation treatment; headnotes discussed; jurisdiction; and
date. Lexis allows a researcher to
manipulate case results by performing word searches within the
citing case universe. Westlaw
provides a Table of Authorities
relied on by the case being
viewed. Each ofthese citation services is becoming increasingly
more powerful. The implications
for the research~r are quite extraordinary.
The resources available and
the skills required to successfully use them are constantly
changing. To help students stay
abreast of changes, the Mendik
Library offers a full complement
of research skills classes. NYLS
alums are welcome to attend
any of our training sessions subject only to space availability.
For electronic database classes,
the Library staff provides a training passwor~ that will be valid
for that particular class session.
BROUSSARD is head of
Reference Services in the Mendik
Library If you hav,e questions about
Library classes or if you would like to
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(cbroussard@r1yls.edu).

